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SelfSmart Walkthrough
The following walkthrough of SelfSmart details how each Learner, Centre and Guide
can access and benefit from SelfSmart.

1.1 Definitions
Learner

The individual being supported through SelfSmart

Guide

The employee (or department within the Centre ) responsible for supporting
the Learner through SelfSmart (e.g. mentor, tutor, teacher, adviser,
counsellor)

Centre

The organisation/ group that has the responsibility of managing the Guides

Profile

A series of questions, responses and reports based on Mental Health/
Emotional Intelligence/ Multiple Intelligence/ Resilience+

Profile Subject

One of the 24 component areas of the four Profiles (e.g. self-esteem, selfcontrol, wordsmart, flexibility)

How Do You Feel

Mental Health and Wellbeing

Know Yourself

Emotional Intelligence

What Do You Like to Do

Multiple Intelligence/ Learning and Employment Styles

Resilience+

Personal Resilience*

*Based on Clearaims own research/ theories - See SelfSmart Integrity document for further information.

1.2 SelfSmart Homepage
The main portal for Centres, Guides and
Learners to access SelfSmart.
The page contains information on SelfSmart
and what to expect on completing the profiles.
The page also provide access to the main login
page and contact details for support.
NB Customers of Pearson/ Edexcel will need to
access SelfSmart via a separate portal on the
Skilled for Life website.

1.3 Terms and Conditions and Privacy
Statement
Outlining for Learners, Guide and Centres how
SelfSmart works; including access rights and how
the data is managed and stored safely.

1.4 Login Page
Learners, Centres and Guides all login through
the same page.
Each will be directed to a different access tier
of SelfSmart depending on their access rights.

1.4.1 Privacy
All Learners, Centres and Guides need to be
made aware that by accessing SelfSmart they
agree to the Terms and Conditions.
Learners need to be made aware that their
data will be accessible by their allocated
adviser and that SelfSmart's administrators
will have access to the data for site
management purposes.

1.5 SelfSmart Learner Landing Page
This is how each Learner will view SelfSmart.
Clicking on an orange button will turn it green and
take them to the relevant profile (profiles are
locked so they can only be done in order):
How Do You Feel
Mental Health and Wellbeing
Know Yourself
Emotional Intelligence (barriers to effective
communication, self-control and motivation)
What Do You Like to Do
Multiple Intelligence (preferred learning and
employment styles)
Resilience+
The ability to bounce back from adversity and to
plan a way forward in life.
Once each profile is complete, Learners will return
to this screen and have the option to go to the
next profile or view their 'Your Profile' results.

1.5.1 Prompt
If it is the first time a Learner has accessed the
profile, option 1 will appear.
Repeating the profile will display option 2

1

2

Touchscreen
SelfSmart is touchscreen-enabled to allow access on standard PCs, laptops and on tablets or smartphones.

1.6 Responses
Each of the four profiles enables Learners to select an appropriate response to a series of statements about their lives,
feelings, behaviours and attitudes.
Once each profile is complete Learners will have an opportunity to click on the Your Profile button to view the
interpretation of their responses.

1.6.1 Responses - How Do You Feel?
5 orange buttons will be displayed
Learners read the statement and click on the
orange button that is the closest match to how
they feel in their lives at this moment in time.
The format is transparent throughout; the least
positive responses are to the right of the screen,
progressing to more positive answers to the left .
Clicking on a response will lead to the next
question (26 in total) with an option to go back if
they want to change their answer.

1.6.2 Responses - Know Yourself?
As with the 'How Do You Feel' responses 5 orange
buttons will be displayed - This is designed so the
second profile set is familiar and can be
completed quickly
Clicking on a response will lead to the next
question (25 in total) with an option to go back if
they want to change their answer.

1.6.3 Responses - What Do You Like To Do?
A change in the question format as the number
of questions increases.
Learners move each of the 4 sliders across to
describe if the statement is
Not Like Me or Like Me.
There are no positive/ negative response here,
the statements will reveal which learning and
employment styles are preferred by the Learner.
Clicking on next will lead to the next question
group (25 groups in total) with an option to go
back if they want to change their answers.

1.6.4 Responses - Resilience+
Resilience+ is a similar answering style to the
previous profile. Learners move each of just 2
sliders across the screen to describe if the
statement is
Not Like Me or Like Me.
Clicking on next will lead to the next question
group (12 groups in total) with an option to go
back if they want to change their answers.

Opt Out
The data is stored live online. If at any point the Learner decides to stop and have a break, they can simply
logout. When they return SelfSmart will resume at the last unanswered question.

1.7 Your Profile Dashboard
Clicking on the
button will display a
profile dashboard displaying all the Learner's
responses in a single easy-to-view page.
A simple key displays how the Learner has
responded in each profile area:

For Resilience+ the results are shown as a bar
chart (the colours correspond to the above
key).

Dashboard
Each icon on the dashboard provides a link to more detailed information about the relevant subject, how it
relates to their current situation and personal development plans demonstrating how they can improve.

1.7.1 How Do You Feel? - Mental Health
Self Esteem how we value ourselves and their sense of self-worth
Self Image how we feel as a person/how we think others see us
Wellbeing how we feel and how we take care of our bodies/ minds
Coping With Stress how we manage our lives and our everyday
pressures

1.7.2 Know Yourself? - Emotional Intelligence
Motivation our sense of drive, what is required to change and to
achieve in life?
Self-Control how we manage our emotions and prevent them from
influencing our actions
Self Awareness our feelings, why we act in a certain way, our wants
and our ideas
Social Understanding knowing what others are feeling and why they
feel that way. It is also knowing how our actions can affect others
Social Skills the set of skills that help us to relate to and communicate
with others

1.7.3 Resilience+
The Learner should be aiming to have all of their results in the
Resilience+ grey box.
Flexibility - helps people to be positive, to adapt, to think creatively
and to get the best out of any situation.
Decision Making - is the ability to solve problems, work out risk &
suggest workable solutions
Positive Mind is Pragmatic Optimism - a balance between being
realistic and positive about our future.
Power is about focusing on the things that matter; our attention
should focussed on what is within our 'power' not what is beyond our
control
Mental Health/ Wellbeing is a composite score of the mental health
section (above)
Problem Solving is about viewing problems positively; anticipating
them and looking for ways to prevent them, get round them, or
manage them

1.7.4 What Do You Like to Do? - Multiple Intelligence
10 Preferred Learning & Employment styles that are cognitively and psychologically relevant to each person. The
multiple intelligence section is complemented by a database of over 600 jobs that are mapped to the learning and
employment styles.

Help
Definitions of each Profile Subject can be found by clicking on the title (e.g. Self Esteem) and click on the

1.8 Profile Subjects
Each icon on the dashboard provides a link to
more detailed information for the Learner
regarding :


The Profile Subject (e.g. Self Image)



What their respective scores mean



How the subject relates to their current
situation, employment, learning and
their future

All information is specific to the Learner and
provides information about their individual
results. Reports use Learner's first names to
ensure that they feel personal and relevant.

Learner Reports
Learner reports are designed to be positive and encouraging ensuring they are safe to use for all.
Reports only emphasise strengths and opportunities for improvement.

1.8.1 Personal Development Plans
Profile Subject screens contain links to Personal
Development Plans. Each plan has been
designed and tested by Clearaims to show the
Learner how they can improve in the Profile
Subject area.
Plans enable Learners to take responsibility and
self-manage their own improvement.
Each plan includes information on:
 What to do
 What help is required
 Resources required
 How long it will take to complete
 What to expect when finished
Each plan contains a link to a downloadable/
printable PDF version of the exercise.
Plans do not need to be undertaken in any
particular order and are designed to be flexible
and can completed by the Learner, with an
adviser or in a group setting.

1.9 Jobs
The Your Profile dashboard contains a Jobs button linking to an extensive database of over 600 jobs.

1.9.1 Qualification Level
Clicking on the

button will open up a screen enabling

each Learner to select their current qualifications level or
the level of qualifications they aspire to.

1.9.2 Job Fields
Clicking on the qualification level will open up a screen
showing different Job Fields that the Learner can choose
from.

1.9.3 Job Category
Clicking on a Job Field will open up a screen, listing all Jobs
Categories in that field. Each Job Category links to more
information on the job:
Qualification Level - The qualifications required to get
started in the job
Experience Level - The experience required to get started in
the job
Learning Style - Each job has been matched to its most
relevant learning styles
Main learning styles
Secondary learning styles
All other (less/ not relevant) learning styles

Links
Each Job Category contains an internet link to more detailed information.
All internet links are external to SelfSmart. Clearaims are not responsible for the content of these sites.

1.9.4 Learning/ Employment Style - Jobs
Each Learning/ Employment Style button (on the 'Your
Profile' dashboard) contains a link to information about jobs
that are relevant to that particular style.

Clicking on the Your Jobs link will filter the jobs database to
only display jobs that contain that Learning Style (as a 'main'
or 'secondary' learning style).

Learning/ Employment Styles
Each Learning/ Employment Style contains information on what to do if the Learner can't find a job that matches
their preferred styles. This will help them to improve their mental health and to maintain a positive sense of
wellbeing. Subsequently the Learner will be more likely to sustain employment even if it isn't their preferred
choice.

2 Complete/ Repeat
SelfSmart is designed to be repeated many times over. This will enable each Learner to self-manage their behaviours,
attitudes and strategies for coping in life.

There are no strict guidelines for how often SelfSmart should be repeated or for how long the gap should be between
sessions. It is beneficial to repeat SelfSmart following any support, counselling, advice, workshop, course or
intervention.

Although the results for the What Do You Like to Do? (Learning/ Employment Styles) section can change over time, it
is likely that this change will not be as pronounced. It is therefore recommended that this section be repeated less
frequently. As 'What Do You Like to Do?' is the longest profile section in SelfSmart, this will significantly reduce the
time required to repeat the SelfSmart process.

3 Contact Information
Please contact info@selfsmart.org or 0871 222 7430 for all SelfSmart enquiries (technical and content
focussed)
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